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gAme cArD

MIRRORED LINES
LEVEL: INtERMEDIatE

OBJECtIVE 
To improve the defensive reactions of players based on attacking movements.

HOW tO PLaY
1. Have players pair up and form two lines facing each other 5 

yards apart. Designate one line as offense and one as defense.
2. The instructor will stand behind one line, only being visible to the 

“offensive” side.
3. The instructor will signal the offensive line to either move right, 

left, forwards or backwards.
4. The offense will move in the direction that the instructor signals.
5. The defensive line must react to their opposite player and keep 

the space between them the same distance at all times.
6. The goal is for the defense to stay together as a collective unit to 

avoid creating holes in the line. Begin the game with the defen-
sive players holding hands while moving. Once they are more 
advanced, have them let go and work to stay together on their 
own.

GaME PROGRESSIONS
1. If mistakes are made, have players freeze and move to the 

correct position.
2. Speed up the signals.
3. Add additional signals such as signals to sit down or jump.
4. Let the offensive line switch positions and have the defense 

communicate to trade the players they are marking.

GaME SEtUPGaME SEtUP PRINCIPLES OF PLaYPRINCIPLES OF PLaY

EQUIPMENT:
PLAYERS:

TIME:
SPACE:

Rugby Balls, Cones
Any group size
10 Minutes
30 x 30 yard grid

Support

FUNDaMENtaL SKILLSFUNDaMENtaL SKILLS

Agility • Balance • Coordination

MODIFICatIONSMODIFICatIONS KEY CONCEPtSKEY CONCEPtS

• If the team is struggling to stay together 
on defense and maintain space, have 
them start by holding hands.

• If mistakes are made, have players 
freeze and move to correct position.

• Encourage players to look at the 
coach, their opposite, and their team 
to maintain a straight line.

• Make sure players are communicating 
and helping each other to keep their 
shape.

VIEW VIDEO

https://youtu.be/nY2BKxFO-PQ
https://youtu.be/nY2BKxFO-PQ

